
When 70 Sparkman &
Stephens–designed boats

converged on Mystic Seaport to
celebrate the firm’s seventy-fifth
anniversary, 16 Tartan 34s (more
than any other class in attendance)
showed up to show off. Why was the
Tartan 34 so well represented?
Possibly because it’s one of S&S’s
most successful production-cruiser
designs (525 were built between 1968
and 1978), and the rendezvous took
place in New England where there is
a high concentration of owners, but
the simple reason appears to be love.
For many owners, like Jim and Rhoda
Morris of Wakefield, Massachusetts,
a Tartan 34 is more than just a boat,
it’s a member of the family. I joined
the Morrises for a test sail aboard
Josh, the 1973 Tartan 34 they’ve

owned since 1975, to travel back to a
time when long overhangs, plaid
upholstery, and overbuilt solid-
fiberglass hulls were in. And, I must
admit, the boat tugged at my
heartstrings almost immediately.

Under sail
The Morrises have gone cruising
during the month of August almost
every summer since they bought Josh.
They’ve brought their kids, their
parents, and now their grandkids and
have always sailed north from
Beverly, Massachusetts, to the coast
of Maine, Nova Scotia,
Newfoundland, Sable Island, and
even up the Hudson to the St.
Lawrence. “We’ve sailed about 1,400
miles a year,” Jim reported as we
headed out of Beverly Harbor on a

sunny summer day.
With a displacement of 11,200

pounds, a shortish waterline length
(25 feet), and plenty of wetted surface
area, Josh needed more than the 8-to-
10-knot breeze we encountered to get
up to speed; the 150 percent genoa
and rather small main provided
enough power to log speeds in the 3-
to-4-knot range upwind. Compared
to modern lightweight cruisers with
balanced spade rudders, the helm
required some effort to muscle the
big, skeg-hung rudder around, but
there was just the right amount of
weather helm on the long tiller. And
the boat was so well balanced it sailed
straight as an arrow even when I let
go of the tiller for what seemed to be
minutes at a time.

When it came time to turn for
home we had the wind dead on our
stern. Gybing downwind might have
been a bit faster but numerous rocky
ledges conspired to keep us running.
“Let’s try winging out the jib,” Rhoda
said. It lazily flopped over in the light
breeze and started to draw. I’ve been
on many boats that simply refuse to

Are you looking to own a piece of history you
can enjoy on weekends? The Tartan 34 is
forgiving, graceful, purposeful, moderately
priced, and designed by one of the best
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Josh stretches her legs off Beverly,
Massachusetts.



sail wing-and-wing, but the Tartan 34
is not one of them. We putt-putted
along at 3 knots, and the helm was as
well mannered as it was on the other
points of sail.

Back in the day, the Tartan 34 was
a racer/cruiser with class wins in the
SORC and the Port Huron–Mackinac
Race to prove it, but as with many
older designs, it’s now more cruiser
than racer. “Josh has been very
forgiving,” Jim said. “The boat has
never broached. On a passage back
from Newfoundland I was at the
helm having a great time in 30 knots
of breeze and large seas, with a only
handkerchief of sail flying, while
Rhoda was poaching salmon in the
galley.” 

Under power, the boat was well
behaved as we pulled away from the
dock. The prop is protected by the
long keel, but this configuration also
makes it a bit more difficult to
maneuver in reverse compared to
more up-to-date fin-keelers.

On deck
The cockpit is narrow compared to
modern cruisers with big aft cabins;
it’s also deep and secure and has a tall
bridgedeck to keep green waves from
getting down the companionway. The
three of us were comfortable in the
cockpit, and there was room for three
more. The seats at the aft end behind
the swing of the tiller require only a

well-placed cushion to morph into
loungers.

The side decks are wide and easy to
navigate, and the moderate beam
affords plenty of handholds and brace
points. That’s a good thing, because
the main halyard and reefing lines run
to non-self-tailing winches at the base
of the mast. It wouldn’t be difficult to
rerig the halyards and reefing lines to
run back to the cockpit, but having
the lines at the mast reduces the
friction that comes with the extra
blocks, stoppers, and deck clutter
necessary for cockpit leads. And
many people jump the main halyard
at the mast even though the line is led
to the cockpit anyway.

Josh’s deck layout hasn’t changed
much since the boat rolled off the line
in 1973. What’s new(ish) is the roller-
furling genoa Jim had rigged years
ago and the removable forestay he
added to make it easier to hank on a
storm jib without wrestling the genoa
off the roller-furler. In a blow it can
be set quickly on a deck fitting near
the bow and is secured near the mast
when not in use. 

“Neither Rhoda nor I like to steer
too much,” Jim said, and one look at
the transom confirmed this fact. He
added a large Hasler self-steering
windvane years ago to relieve them of

steering duties. “We’ve had good luck
with Big Bird,” he said as we marveled
at the vane’s simplicity. “It could be a
bit difficult to disengage when I
needed to, and I wouldn’t want to get
my fingers caught in the gears.” They
also have an ancient Tillermaster on
hand to help with steering duties.

Accommodations
If you’re looking for a large galley,
refrigeration and air-conditioning,
two aft cabins, Ultrasuede upholstery,
and glossy varnished woodwork,
most 70s-era production boats won’t
satisfy. But if you’re looking for an
honest, unpretentious, functional
belowdecks living space, the Tartan
34 delivers. The boat’s deceptively
high freeboard and tall coachroof
provides over-6-foot headroom.
There’s room for six around the
saloon table, which folds up and out
of the way against the forward
bulkhead, and the straight settee seats
double as textbook seaberths. They
are 6� long, in the exact middle of the
boat, and are equipped with
leeboards, not just flimsy leecloths. 
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The 34 wings it (right). Jim, Rhoda, and the
largest member of the family (above).



The saloon space is also
bolstered by the engine placement.
Instead of being jammed under the
companionway stairs, the engine sits
low, in the middle of the boat under a
seat in the saloon. The
companionway has a steep ladder
(rather than stairs), and the engine is

mounted offset 7 degrees
from the centerline; as a
result the saloon space
seems much bigger.

The head is as big as
you’ll need, but you may
need to retrofit a holding
tank. The V-berth, separated
from the saloon by a vinyl
accordion door, has room
for a close couple and

average stowage space. A big selling
point for the V-berth is its large
opening overhead hatch; along with a
couple of dorades, it’s the boat’s only
source of ventilation. Maybe that’s
why the Morrises always sail north.
Ventilation is in short supply for

warm-weather sailing.
The galley is small by today’s

standards. It’s equipped with a 2-
burner gimbaled stove that the
Morrises converted from alcohol to
propane and has minimal (but
workable) counter space. There’s no
refrigeration—just an icebox set
beneath the starboard cockpit seat. It
would be possible to retrofit a
refrigeration unit into the icebox. The
boat also has a small nav station and
a small but comfy quarterberth.

Hull and engine
The old Tartan 34 brochure touts the
hull as having “high fiberglass, low
resin content,” but there’s no getting
around the fact that the solid hand-laid
hull (with a D/L ratio of 320) is on the
heavy side compared to modern 34-
foot racer/cruisers. The result is a
beefy, durable, well-made hull with
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LOA 34�5�, LWL 25�, Beam 10�2�, Draft (board up/down) 3�11�/8�4�,
Displacement 11,200 pounds, Ballast 4,800 pounds, Sail Area 473 square
feet, Fuel/Water 26/40 gallons, Power 30-hp
Universal Atomic 4 (gas). Price $20,000–$40,000
(approx.), depending on age and condition

Designer:

Sparkman & Stephens, Inc.

Builder:

Tartan Yachts (originally
named Douglass & McLeod
Plastics Corp.), 1920 Fairport
Nursery Road, Fairport Harbor,
OH 44077; tel. 440-357-7777,
www.tartanyachts.com

Information sources

Tartan 34 Classics Association,
5625 Lee Rd., Turin, NY 13473;
www.tartanowners.org/
+34.htm. George Colligan,
Commodore. The site serves as
a portal for anything involving
Tartan 34s. The association
represents owners committed to taking an
active role in promoting and preserving the 34
and other Tartan models.

Calculated data

PHRF rating 168–174
Displacement-length ratio 320
Sail area-displacement ratio 15.1
Ballast-displacement ratio 0.42
Hull speed 6.7 knots
Capsize screening value 1.82
Comfort value (Ted Brewer) 28

BUILDER’S SPECIFICATIONS
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“Big Bird” doesn’t require any juice (top).
“Tilley” requires only minimal electricity. The old
Atomic 4 under the near-centerline saloon seat
is eminently accessible (bottom and inset).



glassed-in bulkheads that will be
structurally sound for years to come if
maintained properly. The large rudder
is protected by a sizable skeg, and
stability comes from the boat’s long
keel and 5,000 pounds of internal
ballast. The keel/centerboard
configuration draws 3�11� with the
board up and 8�4� with the board
down. Dropping the centerboard will
decrease tacking angles but won’t
provide an overwhelming performance
boost. The centerboard, trunk, and
crank-and-cable lifting mechanism will
also require periodic maintenance. It is
unusual in that it can be locked in any
position, which can be useful for

reducing weather helm.
Josh has its original 30-horsepower

Universal Atomic 4 engine, and it’s
still going strong. This can be partly
attributed to the fact that although
the Morrises have put many miles on
the boat, they haven’t put numerous
hours on the engine because the boat
just doesn’t have the fuel capacity.
“We sail,” Jim said, “because you
can’t motor very far on 20 gallons of
gas.” Repowering with a diesel and
retrofitting additional fuel tankage
would be the way to increase its range
under power. Unlike some boats that
have engine-access “ports” cut
through woodwork, the 34’s engine is
100 percent accessible in about 2
seconds. Just remove the cover that
doubles as a saloon seat, and voilà—
the entire engine. Although it is

slightly offset, the engine is angled so
that the propeller is on centerline.

Conclusion
It’s easy to see why there were so
many proud Tartan 34 owners at the
S&S rendezvous—and, if you haven’t
noticed, I loved this boat. It’s stable,
seaworthy, comfortable, and most of
all, honest. It’s not the fastest or the
flashiest, but it’s a solid cruising boat
that will look after you. And how
about those overhangs? They’re sure
to turn some heads in the marina.
Plumb bows and wide sterns have
their place, but if you’re looking for
an affordable preowned boat designed
by one of the most influential
American yacht designers of the last
century, you can’t do much better than
the Tartan 34.  ❏
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The saloon is inviting and equally comfortable
at port and at sea; the galley is small
compared to that of a modern 34 footer.


